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Visore: World’s first interactive 3D interactive smart glasses The first personal three-dimensional
glasses. Visore is the first smart glasses to become a mainstream, mass-market product that brings
immersive holographic technology to people all over the world. Visore provides you with the ultimate
eye experience, bringing high-definition 3D to life with a smartphone. Visore has seven major
advantages: The difference between VR and AR is no longer a question of size. Visore makes you
happy by giving you the most charming holographic experience. Visore brings your 3D data into real
life. It has the power to transform your everyday experience with technology. Visore is the ultimate
smart glasses. Visore technology may revolutionise our daily lives. Visore makes it possible for you
to see what you want to see. You can experience your world as you never have before. Visore is
going to change our lives. Please note: For safety reasons, do not wear spectacles. Safety glasses
must be worn at all times. Wear comfortable clothing and fit the frames properly. Specifications: -
Weight: 570g - Battery life: up to 4 hours on a single charge - Connectivity: 2G + 3G + WiFi - Haptic
vibrations: 7mm - Compatibility: iOS8.0/iPadOS9.0/iPhone7.0/iPhone7.1, and
Android4.4.4/5.0/5.1/6.0/6.1/7.0/8.0 - Compatible with the newly updated iPhone8 and iPadOS10 -
Connection method: WI-Fi network - Retailers: The Apple store App Store: Google Play: Website:
Facebook: Instagram: Twitter: Support: ► Visit Welcome to Altair FS Deploy multiple versions of
software on different users
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